HAPPY XMAS (War is over)
Lennon/Yoko

TANTO SOPRANO COMO TENOR OU QUEM ESTIVER FAZENDO (OH E AH) SE DIVIDEM, ALGUNS FAZEM AS SEMICOLCHEIAS (NÁ,NÁ) E OUTROS FAZEM AS SEMÍNIMAS PONTUADAS.

Arr.: Alexandre Zilahi 11/89
www.zilahi.net

CONTRALTO

GUN
X-MAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR LET'S HOPE IT'S A GOOD ONE WITHOUT ANY
X-MAS ETC.... IDEM SOPRANO

FEAR UH!
FEAR UH!
UH! UH!

UH! UH! AND SO THIS IS X-MAS FOR WEAK AND FOR STRONG FOR RICH AND THE
FEAR UH!
FEAR UH!
UH!

POOR ONES THE WORLD IS SO WRONG_______ UH!
du du du du du du du du

REPETE 1.000 X DECRES.

WAR IS O-VER IF YOU WANT IT WAR IS O-VER
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